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Alanine check points in HNN and HN(C)N spectra
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Abstract

Rapid resonance assignment is a key requirement in structural genomics research by NMR. In this context we present here two new
pulse sequences, namely, HNN-A and HN(C)N-A that have been developed by simple modification of the previously described pulse
sequences, HNN and HN(C)N [S.C. Panchal, N.S. Bhavesh, R.V. Hosur, Improved 3D triple resonance experiments, HNN and
HN(C)N, for HN and 15N sequential correlations in (13C, 15N) labeled proteins: application to unfolded proteins, J. Biomol. NMR,
20 (2001) 135–147]. These increase the number of start/check points in HNN and/or HN(C)N spectra and hence help in pacing up res-
onance assignment in proteins.
� 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

We recently described two three-dimensional triple-reso-
nance experiments, HNN and HN(C)N, for rapid resonance
assignment of HN and 15N nuclei along the backbone in (15N,
13C) doubly labeled proteins [1]. These were derived by some
modification of HN(CA)NNH [2] and HN(COCA)NH [3–5]
described previously. The salient features of the experiments
are: (a) the three frequency axes are HN (F3), 15N (F1), and
15N (F2), (b) the experiments show correlations between
amide and 15N of three consecutive residues, i, i � 1, and
i + 1 along the polypeptide chain, (c) the various peaks in
the (F1,F3) and (F2,F3) planes of the 3D spectrum display
different patterns of positive and negative signs depending
upon whether or not any of the residues at i or i � 1 position
is a glycine, and (d) prolines are characteristically identifiable
by the absence of one correlation peak. Glycines and pro-
lines thus generate many check points and start points for
sequential walk along the polypeptide chain. Using these
ideas new protocols were developed for rapid sequential
walk along the sequence [6,7]. Thus because of the many
check points one can generally assign the backbone HN
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and 15N resonances without having to obtain the residue spe-
cific side chain assignments explicitly. As a result, during the
last two years these sequences have been successfully applied
to many proteins in the MW range 10–20 kDa [6–15]. These
have included both folded proteins as well as unfolded pro-
teins, though it was originally thought that the pulse
sequences would be too insensitive for folded proteins.

Continuing such efforts for rapid resonance assign-
ments, we have developed here a new set of pulse sequenc-
es, HNN-A and HN(C)N-A which helps generate new
check points to aid sequential walks. These lead to fixed
points based on the position of alanines along the
sequence. Moreover as the glycine and proline check/start
points remain unaltered the number of triplet patterns dra-
matically increases. These features thus strengthen the pro-
tocols based on HNN and HN(C)N [6,7], for resonance
assignment and the backbone amide and 15N assignments
can be obtained much faster. These become extremely
invaluable, when the polypeptide chain has far removed
glycines along the sequence, which could pose some diffi-
culties in the HNN based application alone.

We have experimentally tested these sequences with a
few proteins, and we show here the data on DLC8, a com-
ponent of the motor protein, dynein. We demonstrate the
application of these to both folded and unfolded DLC8.
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Protein preparation

For preparation of the monomeric DLC8 protein, the
plasmids containing the insert for the protein DLC8 were
transformed into BL21-DE3 strain of Escherichia coli, the
cells were grown at 37 �C in M9 minimal medium to A600

of �0.6, and then induced for production of DLC8 using
0.4 mM IPTG. Uniformly 15N and 15N/13C labeled protein
samples were prepared by growing bacteria in M9 minimal
media supplemented with 1 g/l�1 15NH4Cl and 4 g/l�1

[13C6]glucose as the sole source of nitrogen and carbon,
respectively, as required, in the solution. The cells were har-
vested by centrifugation at 4500 rpm for 20 min using
Beckman Sorvall (GSA rotor) centrifuge. The cell pellet
was resuspended in extraction buffer (20 mM Tris–HCl,
pH 8.0 containing 200 mM NaCl, and 10 mM imidazole)
containing 2.5 lg/ml leupeptin, 1 lg/ml pepstatin,
0.1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), 1% Triton
X-100, and 100 lg/ml lysozyme. After sonication (five
shots of 15 s, constant duty cycle 60 Hz power, five times)
and centrifugation (35,000 rpm, 4 �C, 45 min), the crude
extract was purified by affinity chromatography on a
Ni2+ column by eluting with 250 mM imidazole. Imidazole
was removed by dialysis against extraction buffer without
imidazole in a 3 kDa membrane. The (His)6 tag was
removed by treatment with thrombin protease for 12 h at
room temperature. The purity of the protein sample was
confirmed by SDS–PAGE. The NMR sample was pre-
pared by concentrating the protein to �1 mM, in acetate
buffer (20 mM, pH 3.0) containing 250 mM NaCl and
1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT). For experiments with unfolded
DLC8, the sample was concentrated to �1 mM and
exchanged with acetate buffer (20 mM, pH 3.0) containing
250 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, and 6 M guanidine hydrochlo-
ride, by ultra-filtration.

2.2. NMR spectroscopy

All NMR experiments were performed at 27 �C on a
Varian Inova 600 MHz NMR spectrometer equipped with
pulse shaping and pulse field gradient capabilities. For
the HNN-A spectrum the delays TN, and TC, were both
set to 28 ms. Fourty complex points were used along
t1 (15N) and t2 (15N) dimensions and 1024 complex points
along t3 (HN). Sixteen scans were used for each FID. The
HN(C)N-A spectrum was recorded with the same TN and
TC parameters, same number of t1, t2, t3 points, and the
TCC delay was set to 9 ms.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. HNN-A and HN(C)N-A pulse sequences

The new pulse sequences (Figs. 1B and D) are a result of
an extremely simple modification of the previously
described pulse sequences [1] HNN and HN(C)N (Figs.
1A and C). As indicated in the figure, one of the pulses is
replaced by a band selective pulse. However, this simple
modification results in substantial spectral changes. To
appreciate these changes, a brief description of the HNN
and HN(C)N sequences is presented below.

The HNN and HN(C)N experiments employ the follow-
ing magnetization transfer pathways.

HNN : HN
i !Niðt1Þ!

2T N
Ca

i�1;i!
2s

Ni�1;i;iþ1ðt2Þ!Hi�1;i;iþ1ðt3Þ

HNðCÞN : HN
i !Niðt1Þ!

2T N
COi�1 !

2T CC
Ca

i�1!
2s

Ni�1;iðt2Þ!Hi�1;iðt3Þ
ð1Þ

2TN, 2s, and 2TCC are the time periods during which mag-
netization transfers take place; 2s should be chosen be-
tween 22–30 ms to get best transfers and obtain the
characteristic peak patterns in the spectra. The choice
would be a reasonable compromise between transfer effi-
ciency and transverse relaxation losses.

In a chain of four residues, i � 2 to i + 1, the intensities
of the diagonal (Id

i ) and cross (Ic
i�1, Ic

iþ1) peaks in the
(F2,F3) planes of the HNN spectrum are given by:

Id
i ¼ �ðE2

1E3E9Kd
i1 þ E2

2E5E10Kd
i2Þ; ð2Þ

Ic
i�1 ¼ E1E4E7E9Kc

i�1;

Ic
iþ1 ¼ E2E6E8E10Kc

iþ1;
ð3Þ

where,

E1 ¼ cos piT N sin qi�1T N ;

E2 ¼ sin piT N cos qi�1T N ;

E3 ¼ cos pi�1s cos qi�1s;

E4 ¼ sin pi�1s sin qi�1s;

E5 ¼ cos pis cos qis;

E6 ¼ sin pis sin qis;

E7 ¼ sin pi�1T N cos qi�2T N ;

E8 ¼ cos piþ1T N sin qiT N ;

E9 ¼ cos ni�1s;

E10 ¼ cos nis

ð4Þ

and

pi ¼ 2p1JðCa
i �NiÞ; qi ¼ 2p2JðCa

i �Niþ1Þ;
ni ¼ 2p1JðCa

i � Cb
i Þ;

ð5Þ

Kd
i1 ¼ expð�4T N RN

2i � 2sRa
2;i�1Þ;

Kd
i2 ¼ expð�4T N RN

2i � 2sRa
2iÞ;

Kc
i�1 ¼ expð�2T N ðRN

2i þ RN
2;i�1Þ � 2sRa

2;i�1Þ;
Kc

iþ1 ¼ expð�2T N ðRN
2i þ RN

2;iþ1Þ � 2sRa
2iÞ:

ð6Þ

1J’s and 2J’s represent, respectively, the one bond and two
bond N–Ca coupling constants, R2’s are the various trans-
verse relaxation rates. The expressions in Eq. (1) reduce to
the same as given in Panchal et al. [1] except for the relax-
ation factors, under the assumptions: pi = pi�1, qi = qi�1,
and ni = ni�1.



Fig. 1. Pulse sequence for the (A) HNN, (B) HNN-A, (C) HN(C)N, and (D) HN(C)N-A experiment. In all the cases, narrow (hollow) and wide (filled
black) rectangular bars indicate non-selective 90� and 180� pulses, respectively. Unless indicated otherwise, the pulses are applied with phase x. The 1H and
15N carrier frequencies are set at 4.71 ppm (water) and 119.0 ppm, respectively. The 13C carrier frequency is set at 56.0 ppm. The selective 1H 90� pulse
used for water flip-back during the first INEPT transfer is applied for a duration of 1.4 ms with one-lobe sinc profile. Proton decoupling using theWaltz-16
decoupling sequence with a field strength of 7.5 kHz is applied during most of the t1 and t2 evolution periods, and 15N decoupling using the Garp-1
sequence with 0.5 kHz is applied during acquisition. The strength of the 13Ca pulses is adjusted so that they cause minimal excitation of carbonyl carbons.
The band selective pulse in HNN-A (B) and HN(C)N-A (D) are indicated by bell shaped (hollow) pulses. The 180� 13CO shaped pulse had a one-lobe sinc
profile with minimal excitation of 13Ca. The delays are k = 2.7 ms, j = 5.4 ms and d = 0.35 ms. sCN must be optimized and is around 12–16 ms. The values
of the individual periods containing t1 are: A = t1/2, B = TN, and C = TN � t1/2. The values of the individual periods containing t2 are: D = TN � t2/2,
E = TN, and F = t2/2. Phase cycling for the experiment is u1 = 2(x), 2(�x); u2 = x, �x, �x, x; u3 = u2; u4 = x; u5 = 4(x), 4(�x) and receiver = 2(x),
2(�x). Frequency discrimination in t1 is achieved using States-TPPI phase cycling of u1 along with the receiver phase; frequency discrimination in t2 is
achieved using the PEP sensitivity-enhanced gradient method. The N- and P-type signals are collected separately by inverting the sign of the G6 gradient
pulse (G7 in case of HN(C)N). Signals recorded are manipulated post acquisition to generate pure absorption data. The gradient duration and levels are as
follows: G1 = 0.5 ms, 8 G/cm; G2 = 0.5 ms, 5.6 G/cm; G3 = 0.5 ms, 8 G/cm; G4 = 1 ms, 11 G/cm; G5 = 1.0 ms, 8 G/cm; G6 = 2.5 ms, 26 G/cm;
G7 = 0.5 ms, 2 G/cm; G8 = 0.25 ms, 25.8 G/cm. In (C) and (D) we have composite pulses, indicated by three continuous 90� pulses, [25] that can be
used to evolve 13Ca and 13CO under one-bond 13Ca–13CO coupling. The delay TCC can be set to 4.5 ms. The values of the individual periods containing t1

and t2 periods are the same as in (A). Phase cycling for the experiment is u1 = 2(�x), 2(x); u2 = x, �x, �x, x; u3 = u2; u4 = x; u5 = 4(x), 4(�x); and
receiver = 2(x), 2(�x). The gradient duration and levels are as follows: G1 = 0.5 ms, 8 G/cm; G2 = 0.5 ms, 5.6 G/cm; G3 = 0.5 ms, 8 G/cm; G4 = 1 ms,
11 G/cm; G5 = 0.5 ms, 7 G/cm; G6 = 1.0 ms, 9 G/cm; G7 = 1.0 ms, 8 G/cm; G8 = 2.5 ms, 26 G/cm; G9 = 0.5 ms, 2 G/cm; G10 = 0.25 ms, 25.8 G/cm.
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Among the various evolutions and the transfers occur-
ring through the pulse sequence, the evolution during the
period 2s is the most crucial from the sensitivity point of
view, as, it is during this period alone that the magnetiza-
tion resides on the Ca carbon which has the fastest trans-
verse relaxation rate, and its minimization is crucial for
highest sensitivity in the spectrum. In Fig. 2 we show the
peak intensities under the above assumptions of equality
of p’s and q’s, as a function of s, for a set of p and q rep-
resenting the b sheet structures; the average coupling con-
stants for the a and b types of structures are slightly
different [16]: for a helices, p and q are in the ranges 8–10
and 4–6 Hz, respectively, and for b structures these values
are in the ranges 10–13 and 6–9 Hz, respectively.

Ca evolution during 2s has another important conse-
quence. A careful examination of the Eqs. (1)–(3) reveals
that for the optimum choices of the transfer periods, the
functions E1–E8 are all positive while, E9, E10 are negative.
This means depending upon presence or absence of E9, E10

(which originate from evolution under Ca–Cb coupling
during 2s period) the cross peaks can have negative or posi-
tive signs, respectively. This is precisely the basis of gener-
ation of different patterns of peaks due to glycines which
do not have a Cb carbon. These generate the check points



Fig. 2. Plots of the HNN coherence transfer efficiencies. The transfer functions for the diagonal peak, Id (Eq. (2)) and the cross peak Ic (Eq. (3)) are
described in the text. Here, (A) is for the transfer efficiencies calculated with relaxation terms while (B) is for calculations without the relaxation terms. The
transfer efficiency is plotted as a function of s. The plots were calculated by using, J CaCb , J CaCO, JNCO values of 35, 55, and 15 Hz, respectively. The 1JCaN,
2J CaN values have been chosen to be 10.5 and 8.5 Hz, respectively. The value of TN used in the transfer functions for HNN was 14.0 ms and TCC was set to
4.5 ms. Thick and dotted lines represent diagonal and sequential peaks, respectively.
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for sequential walks in the HNN spectrum. What this
implies is that if a particular evolution under Ca–Cb cou-
pling during 2s period is prevented either by selective un-la-
beling of Cb carbon or by specific decoupling of Cb, then
additional check points can be created in the 3D spectrum;
the easy option here is to decouple the Cb and this is the
basis of the present modification. These become particular-
ly necessary if the protein sequence does not contain gly-
cines for long stretches.

Among the various amino acid residues, the Cb chemical
shifts of alanines are very distinct. The alanine Cb’s reso-
nate most up-field (18–22 ppm) compared to all other res-
idues (27–43 ppm). This is particularly more valid in
unfolded proteins, where the chemical shift dispersions
are rather small. Thus it is possible to apply band selective
180� pulses in the middle of the Ca evolution (2s period in
Figs. 1B and D) in the pulse sequences such that all Cb

except those of alanines are inverted. Consequently, all
the alanines will not have Ca–Cb coupling evolution and
will behave like glycines; these lead to what one may call
as ‘alanine check points.’ We hasten to add that these
can be readily distinguished from the true glycine check
points because of the distinctly different 15N chemical shifts
of alanines and glycines. This modified pulse sequence may
be termed as HNN-A.

The expressions for the diagonal and the sequential
peaks in HN(C)N at the same level of detail as in Eqs.
(2)–(6) have already been described earlier [17] and we do
not wish to repeat them here. The modification of HN(C)N
to generate HN(C)N-A presented in Fig. 1D follow the
same considerations as described for HNN-A.

Different kinds of band selective inversion pulses have
been described in the literature [18–21]. For the alanine
check points, an inversion band width of roughly 50 ppm
(25–75 ppm) is required. Among the various possibilities,
sech/tanh inversion pulses have the flattest inversion pro-
files over 90% of the band width [22]. However, these pulses
are also reasonably long ranging from 1–5 ms. Square puls-
es with attenuated power can also be used. These pulses are
short, simplest to calculate, but their excitation profiles are
not uniformly flat. Nevertheless, we have used these pulses
for the present demonstration, with a larger bandwidth
specification so that the desired spectral region is properly
inverted.

3.2. Peak patterns for proline, glycine, and alanine neighbors

As described earlier by Bhavesh et al. [6], in the present
case also triplets of residues may be considered. In the
HNN spectrum every F1–F3 and F2–F3 plane contains the
diagonal peak (F1 = F2 = Ni) and two sequential peaks to
i � 1 and i + 1 residues. On the other hand, in the HN(C)N
spectrum, the F2–F3 plane contains the diagonal
(F1 = F2 = Ni) peak and one sequential peak to i � 1 resi-
due, whereas the F1–F3 plane contains the diagonal peak
and one sequential peak to i + 1 residue. Thus although
the HN(C)N sequence generates only i and i � 1 correla-
tions, the F1–F3 and F2–F3 planes taken together help iden-
tifying a triplet of consecutive residues.

We have already mentioned that the evolutions of the
magnetization components are slightly different for glycine
and non-glycine residues, because of the absence of the Cb

carbon in the former. This results in different combinations
of positive and negative signs for the various self and cross
peaks in the different planes of the 3D spectra. Further the
absence of an amide proton for a proline results in the
absence of the corresponding peak. Moreover in the pres-
ent case since the alanines also behave as glycines the list
of peak patterns is expanded. In addition, 15N chemical
shifts also display certain residue type dependence [23].
Glycines are distinctly upfield while alanines are downfield
compared to others. Interestingly, the average values of the
shifts for the different residue types are similar in both fold-
ed and unfolded proteins, though the spreads are more in
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the folded proteins. Thus, there will be different patterns of
peaks for different triplets of residues containing glycines,
alanines, and prolines. The expected peak patterns for each
of the above cases in the F1–F3 planes of the HNN and
HN(C)N spectra, at the F2 chemical shift of the central res-
idue are schematically shown in Fig. 3. In each of the
planes, the peaks occur aligned at the amide (F3) chemical
shift of the central residue. The choice of the relative 15N
chemical shifts of Z, Z 0, and X residues is quite arbitrary.
In reality, the positions of the positive and negative peaks
can get altered as per the relative chemical shifts. The
important things to consider are: (i) the sign of the self or
the diagonal (F1 = F2) peak and (ii) the signs of the sequen-
tial peaks relative to that of the diagonal peak.

Thus, here we have seven categories of triplets of resi-
dues that may be distinguished: (I) ZXZ 0, (II) PXZ, ZXP,
PXP, (III) PXA, PAX, PAA, AXP, AAP, XAP, PAP,
(IV) XAZ, AXZ, ZXA, AAZ, ZAA, AXA, AAA, (V)
GAP, PAG, PGA, AGP, (VI) GAX, AXG, XGA, XAG,
GXA, AGX, and (VII) GGA, GAG, AGG, AAG, AGA,
GAA, where X, Z, and Z 0 can be any residue other than
proline, glycine, and alanine. Category I is a general one,
not containing glycines, alanines, and prolines, and has
been included to be able to distinguish the special patterns
Fig. 3. Schematic patterns in the F1–F3 planes at the F2 chemical shift of the cen
A (A) and HN(C)N-A (B) spectra for various special triplet sequences of catego
proline. Squares are the diagonal peaks and circles are the sequential peaks. Fi
In all cases the peaks are aligned at the F3 (HN) chemical shift of the central
from the general pattern, category II has prolines but no
glycines, category III has combinations of alanines and
prolines, category IV has alanines but no prolines and/or
glycines, category V has combinations of glycines, alanines,
and prolines, category VI has combination of glycines and
alanines but no prolines, and category VII has combination
of two glycines with one alanine and vice versa. Besides
these the HNN-A and HN(C)N-A will also contain the ear-
lier described [6] peak patterns due to combinations of gly-
cines and prolines. The following salient features of the
patterns would be helpful in proper analysis of the spectra.

In the HNN-A experiment which generates correlations
from i to both i � 1 and i + 1 residues, the sign of the self
peak for glycine and alanine is always opposite to that of
any other residue; the actual signs will depend upon how
the spectra are phased. The diagonal of glycine and ala-
nines is chosen to have a negative sign. To emphasize this
sign distinction, the diagonal peaks are shown with a differ-
ent symbol (square) in the figure. This enables unambigu-
ous discrimination between triplets having G or A, and
triplets having X as the central residues. For example, the
patterns for PAX, and PXA in HNN-A seem similar, but
in the former the diagonal peak is negative and the sequen-
tial is positive, whereas the reverse is true in the latter case.
tral residue in the triplets mentioned on the top of each panel, in the HNN-
ries I–VII (see text). X, Z, Z 0 is any residue other than glycine, alanine, and
lled and open symbols represent positive and negative signals, respectively.
residue.
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The sign of the sequential peak at i � 1 position will be
positive or negative depending upon whether that residue
is glycine; alanine or otherwise. Similarly the sign of the
sequential peak to i + 1 residue will be positive or negative
depending on whether the ith residue is glycine; alanine or
otherwise.

In the HN(C)N-A experiment which generates i to i � 1
correlation the signs of the self and sequential peaks are
always opposite. The actual signs are dictated by whether
the i � 1 residue is a glycine or an alanine or otherwise,
and of course by the phasing of the spectra. Again the diag-
Fig. 4. Identical F1 (15N)–F3 (HN) strips through HNN and HNN-A spectra of t
F2 chemical shifts which help to identify the diagonal (F1 = F2) peaks. Black con
corresponding to the diagonal in each strip has been marked by red. The distin
as they show a negative diagonal in HNN-A.

Fig. 5. Illustrative sequential walks through the HNN spectra (top panels) an
DLC8 in 6 M guanidine hydrochloride (B). Black and red contours are positi
panel of (A) and NAD, ADM in the bottom panel of (B) are alanine check po
reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
onal has been chosen to be negative for glycine and alanine
at i � 1 position. Consequently, in the F1–F3 plane at F2

chemical shift of residue i, the signs of the i and i + 1 peaks
are dictated by the nature of the residues at i � 1 and i posi-
tions, respectively.

Comparison of the patterns in HNN-A and HN(C)N-A
spectra enables ready discrimination of the i � 1 and i + 1
neighbors and this provides directionality to the assign-
ment. The patterns in HN(C)N-A resolve some of the pos-
sible ambiguities in the HNN-A patterns and vice versa.
For example, ZXP and PXZ can be readily distinguished
he protein DLC8 at pH 3, 27 �C. The numbers on top of each panel are the
tours are positive peaks and red contours are negative peaks. The residues

ctive behavior of alanines is evident for the residues A11 and A21 in DLC8

d the HNN-A spectra (bottom panel) for folded DLC8 (A) and unfolded
ve and negative peaks, respectively. The strips, KAV, AVI in the bottom
ints. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
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from the HN(C)N-A spectrum, where as they look similar
in the HNN-A spectrum. Similarly, PAA and AAP pat-
terns are similar in HNN-A, but are distinctly different in
HN(C)N-A. PAP and XAP would look similar in
HN(C)N-A, but they can be readily distinguished from
the HNN-A spectrum, and so on.

Thus glycines, alanines, and prolines can be used as
starting points or check points during sequential walks
along the polypeptide chain. Whenever, complete assign-
ments are hampered for some reasons, by any of the meth-
ods, the fixed points will serve at least as partial monitors
and enable local characterization of the protein.

The above ideas have been experimentally tested with a
few proteins, and we show here the data on DLC8, a com-
ponent of the motor protein, dynein [24].

Sequential walk through alanine check points: DLC8
protein has 89 residues and there are four glycines. Howev-
er, it has a long stretch of 51 residues which does not have
any glycines. It is here the new alanine check points become
extremely useful. Fig. 4 shows identical (F1–F3) strips
through HNN and HNN-A spectra for the monomeric
protein DLC8. The changes in the patterns due to alanines
can be clearly seen. Fig. 5 shows identical sequential walks
through HNN (top panel) and HNN-A (bottom panel)
spectra for both folded (A) and unfolded (B) DLC8. The
specific patterns due to alanine are clearly evident. A sum-
mary of all the observed sequential connectivities in the
HNN-A spectrum for the folded DLC8 protein is shown
Fig. 6. A summary of all the observed sequential connectivities in the HNN-A
The glycines are marked by red, alanines by blue and prolines by green. (For
referred to the web version of this paper.)

G63 G63 

A11 A1

S64 S64 D12 D1

Fig. 7. Identical F1–F3 strips through HN(C)N and HN(C)N-A spectra of the
chemical shifts which help to identify the diagonal (F1 = F2) peaks. Black con
corresponding to the diagonal in each strip has been indicated by red. The disti
show negative diagonal (i) a positive cross (i + 1) peak in HN(C)N-A.
in Fig. 6. The glycine, proline and alanines positions along
the sequence have been highlighted in the figure. Finally,
Fig. 7, shows regions from the HN(C)N-A spectrum to
illustrate the alanine check points, in that spectrum.

4. Conclusions

We have described here new pulse sequences which have
significant advantages for rapid assignment in the context
of structural genomics and protein folding studies. We
have demonstrated the successful application of these
new pulse sequences HNN-A and HN(C)N-A for the pro-
tein DLC8. These sequences increase the number of start/
check points when compared to HNN and/or HN(C)N
and hence help in pacing up the resonance assignments in
proteins. However, as discussed in the original description
of the HNN and HN(C)N techniques [6,1], one of the con-
cerns is the low sensitivity of the experiments. While this is
not a serious problem in unfolded proteins and smaller
proteins, it may become a matter of concern for larger fold-
ed proteins which have fast relaxation rates. Deuteration
may help overcome this problem by reducing the relaxation
losses through the pulse sequences. Even so, the results
with non-deuterated proteins presented here indicate that
the experiments are still practical and reasonable sensitivi-
ties are evident. In the present case, the experiments have
been performed on a VARIAN 600 MHz Inova NMR
spectrometer with a S/N ratio of �540, where as in the
spectrum for the folded protein shown by underlining along the sequence.
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

1 A21 A21 

2 V22 V22 

protein DLC8 at pH3, 27 �C. The numbers on top of each panel are the F2

tours are positive peaks and red contours are negative peaks. The residue
nctive behavior of alanines is evident for the residues A11 and A21 as they
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modern NMR spectrometers ratios of 1300 are easily avail-
able and with the availability of ‘cryoprobes,’ S/N ratios of
as much as 6000 have been realized on 600 MHz spectrom-
eters. At higher magnetic field strengths of up to 900 MHz
(in proton frequency units), as are currently available, the
sensitivities are even higher. Thus, sensitivity of the
HNN-A and HN(C)N-A techniques is not as much of an
issue and experiments can be successfully carried out on
large proteins even without deuteration.
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